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Download apps/pc/laptop/Windows 7.8.10 apps. Manage the blockheads and do something in this sandbox game. Blockheads APK will help you play the game, play with friends, killing time, making money, making money. If you need multiplayer game, shooter games, rpg games, shoot em up, role-playing game, combat game, mmorpg games, console
games, Blockheads APK is the best amazing game, free game, super fun, action packed, fast tempo. Blockheads is an adventure game developed by Noodlecake Studios Inc. The latest version of The Blockheads is 1.6.1.2. It was released on . You can download Blockheads 1.6.1.2 directly on our website. More than 266,205 users rated an average of 4.1
out of 5 on Blockheads. Over 1,000,000 blockheads are playing right now. Coming to join them and download Blockheads directly! What's new v1.6.1 -CUSTOM RULES UPDATE! Did you want creative mode? Well, it's better! Now you have the power to customize how your world works, from super easy infinite health and all for free on shopping portals, to
instant death in the red desert wasteland! -Fix for one player freezing issues and get the non-boot worlds running again! New lighting and graphic effects! -A lot more small fixes and changes! v1.6.1.1 -Fix custom worlds, edit welcome messages and more. Details Of the Night falls and your head freezes. You haven't taken cover yet, and your fire is fun. All
you have is a shovel, a little wood and a few sticks. You only have a few minutes before the exhaustion hits. Do you create a bed, dig a cave or fill your fire? What are you going to do? Explore, mine, craft and build in this giant and detailed sandbox game. Navigate huge simulated worlds of thousands of blocks wide with full temperature and climate system,
seasons, equator, and frozen poles. Explore complex cave systems and running water, and survive deserts and snowy mountain peaks. Control your in a vast randomly generated world with oceans, mountains, forests, deserts and deep underground caves. or rare plants and animals on the surface. To download Blockheads for PC, users must install an
Android emulator like Xeplayer.With Xeplayer, you can download Blockheads for the PC version on Windows 7.8.10 Laptop. How to play Blockheads on PC, Laptop, Windows 1.Download and install XePlayer Android Emulator.Click Download XePlayer to download. 2.Run XePlayer Android Emulator and log google Play Store. 3.Open the Google Play Store
and search Blockheads and download, or import an apk file from your computer to XePlayer to install it. 4.Install Blockheads for PC. Now you can play Blockheads on your PC. Have fun! Download APK Download XePlayer On iPhone or iPad, 2-D, side scrolling block based on sandbox is the winning formula, and Blockheads is the most well-executed, true-
Minecraft game I've had the pleasure of experiencing on iOS. - TouchArcade (5 stars) The Blockheads takes the Minecraft experience and cuts it down in a way that just works on the touchscreen. There are shades of Lemmings here too, and they blend together to make a sweet play about discovery, exploration and creation. - Pocket gamer (Golden Award)
Night falls and your head freezes. You haven't taken cover yet, and your fire is fun. All you have is a shovel, a little wood and a few sticks. You only have a few minutes before the exhaustion hits. Do you create a bed, dig a cave or fill your fire? What are you going to do? Blockheads is a huge exploration, creation and survival game where the possibilities are
endless! Play offline in one player, or easily create and join online worlds to play with friends and family, or explore thousands of unique worlds created and hosted by other players. Start with almost nothing and explore, craft, build and trade your way to locomotives, electric elevators, and even jetpacks, titanium swords and carbon fiber armor. - Explore an
infinite number of worlds filled with oceans, caves, deserts, mountains, forests and floating celestial islands - Build massive structures with materials that you will find - Trade with other players in an ever-changing global economy - Battle other in the PVP worlds - Lay Rail and create horse racing for speedy rail manual wagons or create a rail network for light
rail and craft carbon fiber and fuel for your jetpack to explore the sky - With content always being added, Blockheads are constantly evolving and there's more to come warping your first dummy through the portal and getting a study now at Blockheads! so I found this game and it was so cool, but they also said you can get it for PC I thought if I can get it for PC
can you send me a PC link to download this game? This applies to #questions, not forum games. But also, you can't get it for PC, as Dave doesn't have plans for it. You would use Bluestacks though! @Santeeisweird9_real right. However, Bluestacks must be purchased from its original website. If it's not an official source, it could be a virus. I'm not sure about
the official official but maybe someone else. The official source bluestacks.com 1 As I heard the bluestacks works, but disgustingly slow. I tried to do it once - couldn't even make it work. And anyway, I'd hardly use it. The portability of my iPad and the ability to play BH almost anywhere almost completely eliminates the need to play it on a PC. Skeeve:
bluestacks works, but disgustingly slow is very true for me. Explore, mine, craft and build in this giant and detailed sandbox game. Explore cave systems, running water, deserts, mountain peaks and more. Free! Developed by Majic Jungle Software Explore, Mine, Craft and Build in this giant and detailed sandbox game. Navigate huge simulated worlds of
thousands of blocks wide with full temperature and climate system, seasons, equator, and frozen poles. Explore complex cave systems and running water, and survive deserts and snowy mountain peaks. Play alone, or with friends, with local or online multiplayer. Control your in a vast randomly generated world with oceans, mountains, forests, deserts and
deep underground caves. Keep an eye on their needs - let them sleep, feed them, create clothes and shelter - and they will be happier, faster and more productive. Craft tools with the resources they find and they will be able to work even faster and find more resources. Upgrade workbenches and unlock more advanced items for craft. - Discover gems and
metals deep underground, or rare plants and animals on the surface. Craft a boat and navigate the oceans using the exact night sky to guide you. Visit Blockheads for all the fun things you can see and do! For more information about Blockheads, please email press@noodlecake.com. If you have any problems with the game, please write
support@noodlecake.com What will you do? create clothes and shelter - and they will be happier, faster and more productive. Create a boat and navigate the oceans using the exact night sky to guide you. What's new in the new version of Blockheads 1.7 is the biggest update ever! With pets, livestock, expert mode, skin tuning, pizza ovens, new mobs,
rainbow cake, new D-Pad option for control, HD textures, gems blocks, wind effects and HD clouds, yak shaving, shark riding, and more!!! 1.7.6 'Minor fixes errors and improvements! The DisclaimerThis app is owned by its developer/inc. We are not affiliated Blockheads partners. Every item about Blockheads applications, such as images and trademarks,
etc., is the property of the appropriate Blockheads owner.Also, we do not use our server to download Blockheads apps. The download starts with the authorised Blockheads app website. Enter the world of blockheads, a sandbox simulation game where the possibilities are endless. Explore an endless world where you have to survive in the wild entirely on
your own. Wander the open world, mine resources, collect materials, craft weapons, build buildings, hunt wild animals, avoid dangers, and even make a pet of your choice in this amazing open world game. Based on a very famous game called Minecraft, this game is very different from it in a certain way. Unlike Minecraft, this game is based in a 2D world.
While the lack of 3D gameplay may make it less interesting, to be honest, it's not. What you do while playing Blockheads is entirely up to you. Whether you want to build a house, mansion, bungalow, or high-rise, or just explore the wild and different landscapes, the game continues the way you want. What makes this game even more interesting is that it has
dynamic features such as changing weather depending on the landscape and seasons, day, night, evening, morning times, and more.Millions and millions of people from all over the world are playing this sandbox simulation game for Android. Here's everything you need to know about this exciting game: Survival GameYour's goal is to survive in this open
world. Do your best to feed yourself, build shelter to protect against severe weather and dangerous wildlife, collect supplies from the wild, extract resources from the ground. Without identifying all the most important tasks, you will not be able to survive in the wild. Take care of your cattle and petsThe game allows you to have your own herd of cattle and pets.
Take friendly animals out of the wild and make them your pet. It's not just that; you also have to take care of them. See that they get proper sleep, feed them, create shelter for them, provide them with water, and more. In return, they will stay happy and produce more resources for you to survive. Craft ToolsIm resources you have mined to create a variety of
useful tools and weapons. These tools can be useful in creating new structures, protecting themselves from rogue wildlife, and hunting. Different LandscapesGo out there and explore places available in this game. Explore the high mountains, deserts, Icelands, vast beaches, green plains, dense forests and more in this sandbox game. Blockheads is an
Android Adventure Game game developed by Noodlecake Studios Inc and published in the Google Play store on October 8, 2013. It has already received about 5,000,000 downloads so far with an average rating of 4.0 out of 5 in the game store. Blockheads requires a version of Android 3.4 and up. In addition, it has a rating of each (Mild Fantasy violence)
from which you can decide if it is suitable for installation for family, children or adult users. Since Blockheads is an Android game and can't be installed on Windows PC or MAC directly, we'll show how to install and play Blockheads on the PC below: First, download and install an Android emulator on your PCDownload Blockheads APK on your PCOpen
Blockheads APK using an emulator or drag and drop. File APK in the emulator to install Game.ORIf you don't want to download. You can still play Blockheads PC by plugging in or customizing your Google account with an emulator and downloading the game directly from the game store. If you follow the above steps correctly, you should have a Blockheads
game ready to run on your Windows PC or MAC. Mac.
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